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1. Summary

This review will describe some
recent solar oscillation observations
and methods used. The problem of
identification of modes of oscillation
and interpretation (and thus motiva-
tion) will not be discussed here since
those topics are discussed by Jorgen
Christensen-Dalsgaard	 and	 Douglas
Gough in these proceedings. This
review is also restricted to observa-
tions made in integrated or almost
integrated sunlight (i.e. sun-as-a-
star observations).

The observations are easy to sum-
marize: p-moae oscillations of low
degree (1=0 to 5-10), and :maybe g-
modes, are found in velocity and
brightness. The amplitudes are in the
range of 10 cm/sec in velocity, 10--6
it brightness, and 4x10-7 in apparent
diameter. The periods of the most
certain observations are in the 5-
minute range which includes periods
from 3.! to 7 minutes. While ?-mode
and g-mode oscillations are expected
from 3 to more than 300 minutes, it is
useful to divide the possible period
range into the three intervals for
which results have been reported. The
three ranges are discussed below.

The first is the 5-minute range
for which the most dramatic and cer-
tain results have been reported. The
second is the 10-120 minute range for
which solar - diameter" oscillations
have been reported. The third is the
1CO-minute oscillation found in velo-
city and several other quantities.

;able 1 is a summary of the main
results for each of these ranges. I
make no claim that table 1 is com-
plete. Where there is typically more
than one author listed on papers pro-
duced by a given group or institution,
the observer name listed is one that
appears on all or most of the papers.
In cases where the observations did
not show clear evidences of oscilla-
tions, I !l ave shown the implied upper
limits in parentheses. In general the
amplitudes reported are	 per	 mode
rather than power per frequency inter-
val.

2. 5-Minute Velocity Oscillations -
Resonant Scattering Spectrometers

2.1. First Results

Acoustic mode oscillations were
not observed on the sun until 19E2
(Leighton et al) reported observations
of 5-minute velocity oscillations.
The nature of these observaticns was
not understood and verified until the
suggestion by Ulrich (1970) and verif-
ication :.^ Leubner '1975) that they
corresDor.d to trapped acoustic or p-
mode .raves. These oscillations are
characterized by low order (f through
pli or so) and high degree (1 of a few
hundred). These modes provide infor-
mation about the outer few thousand
kilometers of the sun.	 These high-1
observations	 have	 been	 recently
reviewed by aebner (1961) Leibacher
and Stein ^ 1961) and by Rhcdes et al
(1961) and will not be further dis-
cnssed here. In order to probe deeper
Into the sun the lowest order modes
must be observed.
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Obwrvers	 Parametsr/Mathod	 Amplitudes (upper limit) .
S minute	 i 10-120 minute	 160minute

Birmingham V Resonant scattering
^ 10 W/oIsaac,... we Ord K

104 linaridth
Nice V Resonant scattering 30 We

latest.... No

Cries ®V Modi fied
 sa ^W0r

50 am/* 
3avecny,... ft I 

Stanford AV Modified sagneotgrapr <10 aws 20 aala

scherrsr.••• is I U24

SCUM R ll3D limb position 0.6 milliarcese
. Kill.... 4 x ld* r Re

9 441 L MCRIM, total 2 s 10-6 tS x 10{)
made",... irradiance

Osmbner I Uranus and Naptune S x to (6 x IV")
broadband P o f metry

% mean i Nye Al Large scale i:,ative I (0.3 K, 2 x 10 contrast)

Livingston T C 15360 relative to Cant. (0.3 K. 3 x 10-1W

Kouehmy &I to center-limb variations 2 x IdM

Crimta 41 Red to qoW, 2 x 10-1

Crises We. Pal., radio 1.S x 10-C

crimtt Ml Mann Magnetic held 2 nT

Table 1. Summary of recent sun-as-a-star oscillation observations.

•	 4

Observations of the whole sun
velocity oscillations in the 5-minute
period range were first reported by
Claverie et al (1979). A sample of
this data is shown in figure 1. The
data shown is a mean power spectrum
from 6 sets of 2 contiguous days
observations at Izana in the Canary
Islands in 1978 (from Claveric et al,
1980). These observations have been
interpreted as whole sun p-mode oscil-
lations of degree 1 x0,1, and 2. The
average 67.5 micro-Hz separation of
the peaks corresponds to the average
separation of modes with even and odd
1,

The selection of 1-0 to 2 is made
by observing in integrated light.
Integrated light observations yield
the average velocity weighted by limb
darkening and by the distortion of the
line profile by solar rotation. For a
given observing scheme, i.e. a given

set of spectral windows on the line
wings, the expected sensitivity to the
various oscillation modes can be com-
puted.

,... on

4..	 ..	 ..

Figure 1. A typical meat power spec-
trum obtained by summin,; E power spec-
tra of data strings of 2 contiguous
drys. From Claverie et al !19E0 .
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This has been done by several authors
Including Tziembowski (1977), Brookes
et	 al	 (1975),	 Hill	 (1976),
Christensen-Palsgaard and Gough
(1980), and Christensen-Dalsgaard and
Gough (1982). The conclusion of these
studies is th,: whole-disk integrated
light	 observations	 are	 strongly
weighted to 1=0 to 2.

2.2. Methods

The observations of Brookes et al
(197E),(refarred tc below as the Birm-
inghanr group) and of Grec et	 al
(1960),

(described below as the !lice group)
were made with an optical resonance
spectrometer. These spe:trometers
operate by Treasuring the intensity of
Na or S resonant scattering. figure 2
shows a typical arrangement. Sunlight
enters the instrument througa a narrow
band interference filter and a linear
polarizer. The polarized light then
enters the Na (or )i) vapor cell. The
cell is located in a strong, uniform
magnetic field oriented normal to the
light path and normal to the linear
polari zer.

peeternultipller

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a
resonance scattering spectrometer.
(From Fossat and Roddier, 1971).

sunliOt

line.:circular anel)_er

petarleer 19
Go G magnetic held B

pheasewlt IlUer

Y,tarfsra,ee
filter	 arculor analysef

phetemnitipl ler

Figure 3. Principle of the
resonant scattering devices.
(From Grec et al, 1976).
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The resonant scattering from the Zee-
man split components of the Na (or X)
line acts as spectral windows on the
wings of the solar line (see figure
3). Light observed along the Regneti•
field will be the circularly polarized
sigRa components, one on each wing of
the solar line. The relative inten-
sity of the sigma components then is a
measure of the solar line position.

These instruments have several
advantages	 over	 traditional

spet,trographic techniques. They are
small and inexpensive and thus easy to
move to a remote location 1, s,=h as the
South Pole!. Since the measurement is
made by direct .omparison to a physi-
cal standard, the usual sources of
spectroscopic errors (mechanical flex-
ure, spectrograph seeing, spectrograph
dispersion, ., tc.) are absent. The
instrument accuracy is limited by the
ra6netic field stability, vapor tem-
perature and p ressure stability, and
detector stability. These factors are
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easy to control to the level needed to
keep instrument variability well below
the sy=tematic errors that come from
observing a rotating body through the
atmosphere. These systematic errors
will be described below. The Instru -
ments are described in detail by Grec
et al (1976) and Brookes et al (1978).

2.3. South Pole

The most dramatic observations of
whole sun oscillations are those made
by Grec et al (1960 and 1962) at the
South Pole in January 1980. The high
frequency resolution made possible by
the 6—day almost uninterrupted obser -
vation has allowed identification of a
large number of solar modes. Figure 4
shows the resulting spectrum of 5 —
minute modes.

1	 2	 3	
4MHz 5

Figure 4. Power spectrum of the South Pole data. The sample
analysed has a duration of about 6 days. The frequency resolution
is 1.97 micro- .Hz. (From Grec et al, 1982).

Figure 5 shows an Echelle diagram of
this	 spectrum.	 When the data is
presented in this form, the mode
structure is self —evident. The pro -
cedures used to identify the 1—values
and	 to	 understand	 the f requency
separation and change in separation
with order are reviewed by
Christensen—Dalsgaard and by Gough in
the two following papers.

Once the identification cf the
modes	 seems	 certain,	 the	 next
interesting questions	 concern	 the
lifetimes of individual modes and any
rotational splitting of 	 the	 21+1
degeneracy.	 The frequency resolution

of this spectrum (about 2 micro—Hz) is
enough to allow a clean separation of
the modes that can be seen with a full
disk integration, but is not small
enough to see any rotational splitting
that might be reasonably expected.
Superposed frequency analyses of the
modes of each degree show the width of
the peaks is broader that the resolu -
tion in the spectrum. This can come
from an average lifetime of loss than
E days. rotational splitting, or a
combiratior of both. It is also shown
that the peaks at hi her frequencies
are broader than those at lower fre-
quencies.	 Plots of the amplitudes of
individual	 modes	 (obtained	 fr':
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spectra of 12-hour segments) show
power modulation with a time scal± of
1-2 days.

The conclusion of Grec et al is
that the modes may be amplitude modu-
lated with a shorter lifetime with
increasing frequency. The amount of

phase modulation is uncertain. :'here
is a suggestion from the longer dura-
tion observations made by the Birming-
ham group that the phase may be main-
tained for at least a month. In this
case, the amplitude modulatioc seen by
she Nice group may be due to beating
betwren the rotationally split modes.

530 O •	 M	 • •
•	 _	 ••	 • •
v is	 +	 h

1210 o a
	 , 	 A	 it

••	 +.

890— Cleo	 •	 •

1670 1 •	 •	 •	 •	 '
I	 1-3	 1A	 1-2	 1=0

1^	
I	 '	 . . '	 J

0	 25	 50	 75	 100

	

F4quances	 uHz

Figure 5. Echelle, or frequency-frequency diagram of the South Pole
data. South Pole data in dots, Birmingham data triangles, Stanford
data boxes, and ACRIM data inverted triangles. (From Grec et al, 19E2).

I have attempted to summarize the
lifetime question in figure 6. This
figure is a schematic drawing of the
oscillation lifetimes reported by a
number of authors. The Nice results
are shown cross-hatched from 2 to 5
!nEz. There is a general trend in fig-
ure 6 for longer lifetimes for lower
frequencies. The trend may be due to
the lifetime of the observations as
much as to the lifetime of the oscil-•
lations.

2.4. Rotation?

The Birmingham group has made an
effort to extend :he frequency resolu-
tion by combining data from	 many
nearly consecutive days into one
analysis. The obvious advantage with
this procedure is a very high resolu-
tion spectrum. The disadvantage comes
from combining data from different

fon ( -"*)

Figure 6. Schematic diagram showing
reported lifetimes of velocity obser-
vations.

instrument and sky conditions, and
from the horrible ghost st-ucture in
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the spectrum introduced by data gaps.
The benefit of increased resolution
makes the painstaking data analysis
worthwhile.

Figure 7 (Claverie et al, 1981)
shows a superposed spectrum made by
aligning all the 1 =1 peaks from a
spectrum of 28—days of observations.
This triplet has been interpreted as
the	 21+1	 rotationally split com-
ponents. The resulting solar core
rotation would be 2-9 times faster
than the surface. This easy interpre -
tation is actually complicated by the
appearance of all 3 components (and 5
in the case of 1=2). The selection
rules ~ that can be derived for the
symmetry of the full disk observations
show that only 1+1 peaks are expected.
(These points are discussed by Hill
(1978) and by Gough in these proceed -
ings).	 There does not yet appear to
be a completely satisfying resolution
to this difficulty.	 The agreement
between Birmingham, Nice, and Stanford
frequencies, and the agreement of
observed and model frequency spacings
seems to rule out an error in mode
identification.

Note that the width of the peaks
in figure 7 is consistent with a high

F M

_T

Figure 7. Superposed spectrum of the
1=1 peaks from a spectrum of 28—lays
of data.	 (From Claverie et al, 1981).

Q mode, i.e. lifetime greater than the
observation. This is shorn as an
arrow at 3 mHz on figure 6.

3. 5—Minute Velocity Oscillations —
Modified Magnetograph Spectrometers

3.1. Method

The resonant scattering observa-
tions described 3bo ve were made in
completely integrated light, thus
observing the whole solar disk. An
alternate method for observing whole
sun oscillations was developed in 1974
by Severny et al (1976). This method
is based on a simple modification to
the solar magnetograph as configured
to measure the integrated light solar
magnetic field.	 The result is an
instrument to measure differential
velocities. The procedures used in
the Crimea and at Stanford since 1976
(Scherrer et al, 1979) are similar.
The	 Stanford	 instrument	 will be
described here.

In the integrated light mode,
there is an image of the sun placed
well above the spectrograph entrance
aperture. Light from all parts of
this image enters the spectrograph
with no weighting. The solar magneto —
graph measures the wavelength differ -
ence between left and right circularly
polarized components	 of	 a	 solar
Fraunhofer amine. In this mode, the
magnetograph measures the mean mag-
netic field. If left and right circu -
lar polarizers are inserted into the
beam at the "integrated light image
ahead of the polarization analyzer,
the magnetograph signal will be the
average velocity difference between
the oppositely polarized beams. The
polarizer configuration used at Stan-
ford is shown in figure 6. With this
arrangement, when observing in a mag-
netically insensitive line g =0, FeI
5124 A), The instrument measures the
average velocity difference between
the center of the disk and the annulus
around the center. Since this is a
differential measurement, the normal
spectrograph errors are absent.
Earth's rotation is also essentially
absent from the signal.
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Figure S. Polarizer configuration for
Stanford modified magnetograph s pec-
trometer.

The main source of error 1_ this
observation has the same source as in
the resonant scattering spectrometers.
That	 is, differential transmission
through the atmosphere across the
solar disk makes the instru;x nt sensi-
tive to solar rotation. The motion at
the east and west limbs from rotation
Is about 2000 m/s.	 This means that
even a small intensity imbalance
between east and west will result in a
net velocity signal large compared to
the expected cscillation velocity.
Even in a perfectly clean sky, the
variation of airmass with zenith angle
will result in a drift through the day
of some tens of m/s. This whole sky
transparency	 structure	 effectively
limits the	 range	 of	 oscillation
periods that can be examined to
periods less than 4 or S hours (on the
best days). Small scale transparency
patches introduce noise throughout the
spectrum. Grec et al (1979) examined
this question and found that the typi-
cal atmospheric transparency coherence
site is about 1 degree with amplitudes
of 0.7 to 2 percent on clear days.
The experience at Stanford has shown
that	 meaningful data can only be
obtained on very clear days.

3.2. Results

The first observations with the
modified magnetograph method were of
long	 period	 oscillations	 to	 be

described below. Dittmer et al 11978)
examined the integrated power around
minutes in search of variations in

Sower with solar rotation (not found',
but did not resolve individual p-
modes. Christensen-Dalsgaard and
Gough (1982) have examined the sensi-
tivity of the Stanford aperture to
different modes. They found that only
1=3-7 modes should be fount:	 with
appreciable amplitudes. With such a
range of modes, the average separation
between peaks would be 46 micro-Hz as
compared to 68 micro-Az for the
integrated light observations. There-
fore, for individual observations as
short as those by Dittmer et al
(19781, discrete modes should not be
expected.

Longer observations (> 8 hours)
were made by Severn? et al ;1981) and
Scherrer et al (1962). In the case of
the latter observations made during a
Ronth of exceptionally clear sky con-
ditions is 1981, p-mode oscillations
have been identified with 1=3,4 and 5.
ridure 9 shows the average of the 15
separate s pectra obtained. Line seg-
ments are shown at the lo^atiors of
the 1 =3 modes identified in the Nice
South Pole observations. An Echelle
plot of the spectra is shown in figure
10.	 Here, all Stanfo^d peaks are

350

i

w

E
Y

02.0	 23	 2.0	 9.5	 40	 4.5
f requenny (ni M: )

Figure 9. Average of 15 spectra from
observations with an average duration
of 9.e hours. The vertical lines are
the 1 =3 frequencies from Grec et al,
1982. (From Scherrer et al, 1982).
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Figure 10.	 Echelle diagram of Stan-
ford peaks (Z). Also shown are the
octupole and some of the dippole modes
from the South Pole data (o).	 (From
Scherrer et al, 1982).

represented by dots and the Nice data
by squares. There is a suggestion of
1=2 modes and of higher 1-value modes
causing some interference with modes
1=3 to 5.

The analysis of this data as a
combined data set to allow an analysis
of the lifetime or rotation questions
has not yet been completed. Spectra
have been computed using all the data
spanning 28 days and do show well
defined p-mode peaks suggesting that
tCe Stanford lifetime results will be
closer to the Birmingham than the Nice
conclusions. The spectrum is confused
by the ghosts from missing A	 and
nights.

4. Firs Minute Oscillations - Lumi-
nosity

4.1. First Results

A number of investigations of
global scale temperature, total irra-
diance, and relative brightness varia-
tions have been made. 	 Most of the
earlier	 (prior	 to	 1961)	 papers
reported only upper bounds to oscilla-
tion	 amplitudes.	 These	 are
represented 	 Livlrgston	 et al

(1977), Musa.an and Nye (1977), and
Deubner (1977) in Table 1. In each of
these sets of observations the upper
bounds of any possible oscillation
amplitudes was found to be on the
order of 1 part in 10000. At this
level there is no conflict with the
amplitudes that might be expected
based on the reported velocity obser-
vations.

4.2. ACRIM Results

More	 recent	 observations	 of
ueubner (1981) and Woodard and Hudson
(1982) beve sho w n clear evidence of
oscillations in solar irradiance.
Deubner, using broadband photometry of
Uranus and Neptune, found statistical
evidence for discrete p-modes with 1=0
and 1 at periods close to those
observed with the resonant scattering
spectrometers.

Woodard and Hudson used data from
the Active Cavity Radiometer Irradi-
ance Monitor (ACRIM) onboard the SMM
spacecraft. The ACRIM data has a
greater accuracy than is possible from
the ground and shows a clear set of
p-mode peaks. Figure 11 is a portion
of the power spectrum cf 137 days of
data. The frequeccies observed by the
Birmingham group are shown for com-
parison.	 The	 amplitudes	 of	 the
brightest individual modes are about
four pArts per million with more power
In the 1=2 mode; than in the 1=0
modes.

The amplitudes are consistent with the
observed velocity amplitudes with the
assumption that photospheric compres-
sion and heating are the main cause of
the brightness fluctuations. The
width of the peaks suggests that the
oscillations are phase coherent for at
least a week and possibly longer. The
analysis has not yet been done with
enough spectral resolution to examine
the question of rotation.

^. Diameter Observations

At about the same time that the
Crimean, Birmingham, and Nice groups
were beginning to observe shale sun
gelocities, the group at SCLIRA 'Hill
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Figure 11. Power spectrum from ACRIM total irradiance data. The frequencies
measured by the Birmingham group are shown for comparison. (From Woodard
and Hudson, 19626).

et tl, 19?6 -Fbegun a series of "diame-
ter measurements. Unlike the velo-
city observations, the diameter obser-
vations were begun to measure the
solar oblateness rather than oscilla-
tions. The signal that is noise to
the cblateness observations has turned
out to be variations in the limb dark-
ening profile that mimics diameter
oscillations. Due to the limited area
on the limb of the observations, these
measurements are most sensitive to
modes of low to intermediate degree.
The period range reported has been
limited to the 10 to 120 minute inter-
val.

The observations are made by
recording the position of the solar
limb. The limb is repeatedly scanned
with a small aperture. The limb oosi-
tion is then defined as the location
at which a convolution of the scan
Intensity and a predefined weighted
window passes through zero. with
properly chosen weights, the method is
very insensitive to effects of atmos-
pheric seeing (Brown et al, 197F).

These observations have been the
subject of a number of criticisms.
The objections have centered on the
possille influence of differential
refraction, the lack of a measurable
velocity signal in the same frequency
range, and the lack of observed limb
oscillations in the 5-minute range.
As a result of these criticism:, Hill
et al ( 1962) have made a sarelul study
of criteria that can be used	 to

distinguish solar
terrestrial noise.
is that the ~dial
(particularly the
almost certainly of

The most	 recent	 observations
reported	 (Bos 6 Sill, 1982) have
removed the	 objections	 concerning
atmospheric affects. This was accom-
plished by scanning	 simultaneously
with two scan lengths at six separr.te
limb positions. Since the effect is
limited to the extreme limb. the
larger scan is lasensitive to the limb
darkening variations and can be used
as a reference. Thus, six independent
measurements are made. 	 These have
been examined in various combinations
to study the amot:nt of differential
refraction and the symmetries of the
oscillations. They concluded:

CiJ The oscillatory phenomena	 are
spatially global;

(2) The frequencies are steble to
better :han one part in 1000 over
an interval of 41 days; and

(31 The horizontal spatial char?,7 -
teristics have symmetry proper-
ties that identify an axis in the
Sun coin--iding with the rotation
axis.

The initial interpretation of the
limb	 oscillations as a change in
radius were in zonflict with the velo-
city	 measurements (Dittmer et al,

oscillations from
Their conclusion

neter" oscillati,)ns
1979 data) are
solar origin.



1978). 3111 et al (1979) have since
shown that the signal comes from a
change in the limb profile rather than
a radius change. The lack of velocity
data in the 10-120 minute range is
also partly due to lack of thorough
analysis. It is clear from the spec-
tra presented that any amplitudes are
very small (<2cm/s). This is at the
level cf detectability from the ground
and Ray not be in conflict with the
diameter results.

The lack of reported power in the
5-minute range would seem to suggest
the observation is not sensitive to
p-modes. Perhaps this topic has not
yet received enough attention.

Only a small part of the spectrum
fro+n the 1979 data his been published.
This is shown in figure 12. According
to the analysis of Pos and Hill
(19L2), most of the structure in fig-
ure 12 is solar power.

Hill (1962) has recently reported
rotational splitting in the spectra
from the 1979 observations. This
splitting suggests a core rotation
significantly faster than the surface,
as does the velocity data. Hopefully,
the normal processes of oven exchange
of information will lead to comparis-
ons of these different types of data.

The first results of Soler owacr-
vations reported by the Crimean group
(Severny et al, 1976) was of 160-
minute velocity oscillations. The
le8-minute oscillations have been con-
firmed by the Birmingham group
(Brookes et al, 1976) and the Stanford
group (Scherrer et al, 1979). Addi-
tional confirmati(n	 was	 made	 by
Scherrer et al (1980) and details of
the observations and analysis	 aid
p roblems were discussed by Eotov et al
(197x). The observations are made
with the same equipment (and usually
Is the same data) as for the 5-minute
velocity observations.

The results can be summarized as
a whole sun velocity oscillation with
amplitude of 20-50 cm/s and a period
of 160.0095 ¢/- 0. 1101 minutes. The
phase is coherent for at least 6
years. The signal has been seen witb
both modified magnetograph spectrome-
ters and with resonant scattering
spectrometers. The result has been
met with a great deal of skepticlsm.
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figure 12. A portion of the power spectrum from the Santa Catalina
Laboratory for Experimental Mstrophysics. (SCLERV . (From Bos
and Hill. 1962).
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;here are two basic reasons for
doubting the solar origin of the lf0-
rinute oscillation.	 These are the
nearness	 of	 160.0095	 minutes to
160.0000 minutes which happens to be
1/9 day, and the apparent lack of
other significant peaks IL the same
region of toe spectrum.

In spite of many tests by the
groups making the obser v ations, the
single best support for solar origin
conies from the existence of the signal
with the same phase at two separate
observatories.	 The systematic, errors
due to sky transparency	 described
above introduces significant power at
low frequencies into the data. 	 The
analysis procedures used to date have
not been able to remove this power
except by fitting a polynomial to each
observation. Since the sky-
transparency drift is not exactly fit
by a low order polynomial some power
will be shifted into the region of
Interest by the parabola subtraction.
Thus, any independent observatory
would not be able tc separate the
nearly 1/9 day signal %and its +/-
1/day ghosts) from the sky tran-
sparency artifact. However, since the
signal is seen with the same phase at
both the Crim?an and Stanford observa-
tories, a stro,t case can be made for
solar origin. It is also of note that
the period is only very near 1/9 bay
and not exactly 1/9 day, but the raw
data without removing parabolas also
has peaks not exactly 1/9 day.

It should be noted that only a
single observable g-mode (solar oscil-
lations with periods much longer than
EC minutes can not be p-mcdes). Gough
has suggested tha •. one or a few g-
modes might be excited preferentially
by a resonance with p-modes. In any
case the fundamental rule that "any»
tying that does happen, can happen
must be remembered.

6.2. Recent Results

Scherrer et al (19W have com-
bined all the available data into one
analysis with the spectrum in figure
13 resulting. This spectrurA was cal-
culated with a resolution of 2 nano-

6.3. Other Parameters

In addition to velocity observa-
tions, the 160 minute period range has
been studied in brightness, radio tem-
perature,	 radio	 polarization,	 IV
center-limb variations, total irradi-
anci % , and mean magnetic field (summar-
izea by Kotov et al, 1962).

The ACRIM data does not show any
significant power near 160 minutes
with an upper limit of 5 parts per
million.	 This seems in conflict with
the report b; [ouchmy et al c1980) of
IR variations with amplitude of 400
parts per million. Until h p ,.z other
parameters are observed at other
observatories, preferably with dif-
ferent longitudes, their solar origin
Is likely to be viewed with some skep-
ticism.

7. Conclusion

The field of solar oscillations
is clearly exciting. While ground
based velocity measurements appear to
be limited to about 1 cm/s. there is
still much to be learned about the
solar interior from these observa-
tions.	 The recent observations of
many days obtained by the Birmingham
group during the summer of 1961 has
not yet been fully analyzed. They
have attempted to kill the ghosts^^ of
the nights by running two observa-
tories with a large longitude separa-
tion.	 Perhaps this data will answer
the lifetime and rotation questions.

The six years of datacollected
by the Crimean and Stanford groups is
just now being examined tar lower
amplitude g-modes. The Stanford data
with a 15-second time resolution is
also being re-examined for 5-minute
oscillations by combining data In to
longer data streams. The ghost, prob-
lem may prevent success.
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Figure 13. C i 'tined Stanford and Crimean power spectrum.. The spectrum
includes periods from 1.2 hours to 4.E hours, computed in steps of 2
nano-Hs. The peak near lee minutes is seen to be unique in this range.
(From Scherrer et A1. 1982).
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There are plans by the Nice group
to	 return	 to the South Pole in
December 1982 with a more	 stable
instrument with better data acquisi-
tion equipment.if the weather
cooperates, the South Pole still can
provide the best ground based data
since there is no component of Earth's
rotation and only one instrument is
needed.

In the longer term, the possible
flight of the Disco spacecraft by the
Europe-a Space Agency near the end of
the decade may be the best hope of
making the mm

'
 's observatio n s that can

really pin down the solar models.
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